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COHOMOLOGY OF THE NILPOTENT SUBALGEBRAS

OF CURRENT LIE ALGEBRAS

*Feigin B.L. and Fialowski A.

Introduction

In this paper we ccmpute the one and two dimensional

cohornology of the maximal nilpotent subalgebras of affine Lie

algebras with coefficients in the adjoint representation. We

also prove one of the possible analogies of the Bott-Kostant

theorem for current Lie algebras. This article is an enlargeö

version of the note [4].

Let g be a cornplex semisimple finite-dimensional Lie

algebra, g = n_ EB h EB n+ i ts Cartan decomposition, g= n 0 a: [t, t -1 ]

the corresponding current Lie algebra, i.e. the Lie algebra of

functio~s 51 ~ g, having a finite Laurent expansion, with the
, 1\' 1

bracket g ~ven by the forrnula . [f , g] (x) = [f (x) " g (x) ] , f , g Eg, x ES.

" . . " "Note that B adrnlts the natural grad~ng: g = eg
m

where
1\ m 2
Bm = g ~ t . Let us denote (n+!Xl 1) e (g ~ t) ffi (B lXl t ) EU... by

~ and g ~ lIft] by g[t]; ~+ and g[t] inherits the graöing
+ " 1\

from. g. ~'le shall identify g wi th g ~ 1 c g.

Recall that a current algebra is the quotient of an affine

Lie algebra by its cen~re ([10]). Note that the ~ain idea in

the investigation of the cohomology of current algebras (as weIl

as the ether Kac-Moody algebras) is the analogy with the theory

of finite-dimensional semisimple complex Lie algebras. In
t\

particular, n is a counterpart of the maximal nilpotent
+

subalgebra of a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra. So,

we can use the well-known rnethods for computing the cohomology
~

with the help of the Laplace ogerator ([11]), the Bernstein-

Gelfand-Gelfand resolvent ([2]) etc. In [9] V. Kac proved that
t\

the cohomology space of n with trivial coefficients is in
+

one-one correspondence with the group algebra of the affine Weyl

* The work was partly done during a fellowship of the Alexander
von Humboldt Stiftung at the Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik,
Bonn.
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group. As a consequence he obtained the Kac-MacDonaldls

identities.

Another approach to the cohomology of current algebras uses

the ideas from the cohomology theory of the Lie algebra of tangent

vector fields on a smooth manifold ([8]). Now we are going to

use both methods.

In [1 2] Leger and Luks cornputed H
2

(n in) (for another
+ +

computation see [17]). They used the following method. The

cohornology of n+ with coefficients in an irreducible finite

dimensional representation V of 9 is well-known. Namely,

the Bott-Kostant Theorem (see, [11] ,[2]) asserts that

dirn Hi(n+iV) is equal to the number of elements of length i

in the Weyl group of g. In particular, we know H·(n+ig), where

g is the adjoint representation. Consider now the exact

sequences of n+-rnodules:

o --> h ~ gin ~ n* -?- O.+ +

Here (g/n+)/h can be identified with n: by means of the

Killing form. These sequences allow us to reduce the computation

of H2 (n in) to that of H1 (n ·n*) and this space can be+ + +' +
i i\ 1\deterrnined directly. In this paper we compute H (n in) for

+ +
i = 1,2, generalizing the 'method in [12]. Another approach to

affine algebras is contained in [6J.

In Section 1 we prove a Theorem, analogous to the Bott-
i i\ 1\

Kostant Theorem, while in Section 2 we calculate H (n+in+) for

i==1,2.

The authors are grateful to D~itrij Fuks and George Leger

for their useful comments.

1\ i\

1. Computation of H· (n+; g)

The Bott-Kostant Theorem can be generalized to affine Lie

algebras at least in two ways. The most direct generalization

is the following one: if V is an irreducible representation

of the current algebra with dominant highest weight, then
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. /\

dirn H~(n iV) is equal to the number of elements of length i
+

in the Weyl group. The proof is similar to that of the finite-

dimensional case. The adjoint representation however is not

a module of highest weight.

In this Section we give another generalization of the

Bott-Kostant Theorem, namely we eompute the eohomology of
/\
n+ with eoeffieients in modules similar to the adjoint module

eonsisting of functions on the cirele S1 with values in the

representation space of g.

Let V
-1c.p:a:[t,t ] ~

/\
g in V ~ A

be a representation of g, A a [-algebra and

A a hornomorphism. Define a representation of

by the formula

-1
(x~ f) (v~ a) :;;; x(v) 0 w(f)a, xE g , vE V, fE <c[t,t ], a E A.

We need two special eases: A:;;; a:[t,t- 1 ], c.p is the identity map

and A:;;; <C, tP (f) :;;; f (1 ). In the first ease denote the module
/\

V ~ A by V and in the second ease by V 1. The elements of
/\
V are rational funetions ~ --7 V, regular outside the origin.

The mapping, sending a function a: ~ V to ~ts value at 1,
/\

is a homomorphisrn V --* v
1

•

/\
The space V is endowed with an obvious module structure

Qver <c[t,t- 1 ] and rnultiplication by an element of a:[t,t- 1 ]
/\ /\ /\

is a g-endornorphism of the g-rnodule V. Notice that V is a
A A /\ /\ i

graded g-module, V:;;; . EB,." V. where V. :;;; V 0 t .
lE~ 1 1

/\
Now we are going to investigate the cohomology of n with

A /\ /\ +
coefficients in V. Denote by C· (n iV) the cochain complex

A /\ + /\
of n with eoefficients in the n -module V. The complex

/\ +/\ +/\ /\ /\ /\
C· (n iV) is graded by weights: C' (n. ;V):;;; E91t9' C·( ) (n+iV), where

+ A A T rnE.~ In

for the cochain lP E cq
( ) (n iV) the weight of c.p (ei , ... ,ei) is
rn + 1 q

m + i 1 + .. . + i q ( i k isthe we i g h t 0 f eik) .

" ,\
Lemma 1. Far all m the complexes C{m) (n~;v) are

isomorphie to each other and to the complex C· (n+;V 1).

In fact, the composition of the embedding
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A A A A A A .A
C(rn} (n+;V) ~ C· (n+;V) and ~f the rnapping C· (1t+;V) ~ C (n+;v1 )

induced by the hornornorphisrn V~ V1 is an isomorphism.
1\ A

Frorn the above it follows that the space H· (g;V) is a

~[t,t-1 ]-rnodule. Lemma 1 can be reforrnulated as foliows .

Lemma 2.
• A A _ -1 . A

H (g;V) = l1:[t,t ]Qga:H (g;V1).
1\

Let us now deal with the computation of H· (n ;V1 ). The Lie
1\ + .

algebra n+ is embedded into g[t], V 1 is naturally endowed

with a g[t]-rnodule structure, consequently the homornorphism

v H"(g[t];V
1

) --)0-

is defined"

Let T be the hornornorphism

1\
H" (n+) ~ H· (g[t] ,giV1) ~

sending u 0 v to the cohomology class u v (v) "

Proposition 1. If V is a finite dimensional representation

of 9 then T is an isomorphism.

The proof will be given below. Proposition 1 and Lemma 2

imply the basic result of this Section ..

Theorem 1. Hi (~+;g) ~. a:[t,t- 1 ]~a:Hi-1 (~+)
nonnegative integer i.

for any

i A A -1
Indeed, set V = goO The space H (n +' g) is a a: [t, t ] -module"

i 1\ 1\
It follows from Lemma 2 that H (n ,g) is a free module of rank

. A + 1\

equal to dirn H~(n+'V1)" The cohomology of n+ with trivial

coefficients is known (see for instance [7]). Using this result,

it is not difficult to find the cohomology H' of

g~teg~t2ffi .. oO oOWe only need the following fact. The space H"

is a g-rnodule, and Horn (g, Hi ) = 0 if i * 1 and <r if i = 1. g .
(see [13])" As H~(g[t] ,g;V) == HOffig (V,H1.), this gives us that
iH (g [ t] , 9 ; g) = 0 for i:f 1 and is one-dimens ional f or i = 1 .

After this it is enough to apply Proposition 1 and we get
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Let us prove now proposition 1. Introduce two subalgebras

J\ - 2of B:g= (t-1)g Eil (t-1) gEr)
1\ _

and n=n+ n g. Let G be

a cornpact eonnected Lie .group eorresponding.to a eompact real

form of g.

1\
Lemma 3 ° H ° (il) l: H· (n +) ~ H· eg) ~ H· (n G) •

Here S1G is the loop space of G.

Proof.
1\

Since g[t] = n+ + 9
- 1\ _

and n = n n g
+

we have
- J\ _

C· (r.) = Co (n +) " Co (g [t] ) C· (g). Here the tensor produet is taken

in the category of differential algebraso In such a situation there

exists a spectral sequenee (Eilenberg-Moore, see [15 ]), eonnecting

the eohomology of these four differential algebraso This spectral

sequence generalizes the Künneth formula [14]. It converges to

where

and

1\ _

and the seeond term is isomorphie to TorA(HO(n+) ,H· (g)),

A = HO (g[t]). ~~e remark that HO (g[t]) ;; HO (g) (see e.g. [3])
1\

HO(g) acts triviallyon H·(n+) and on H·(~)

(for H 0 (g) this is trivial and for
1\

H • (n )
+

this follows from
1\

the fact that the composition H .(g) --7 HO(n+) --7 HO(n+) is

trivial). It follows fram this that the second term of the
1\ _

spectral sequence is isomorphie to H . (n +) 0 H ° (g) 0 TorA (ce, er:) 0

We will show now that Tor
A

(<I:,<I) i: H ·(SlG). Indeed, the

cohomology algebra of g with trivial coefficients coincides

with the cohornology algebra of G and by the Hopf Theorem it

is commutative and free [16]. Using the computation of

TorA(~,a:) for the free comrnutative algebra A (Proposition 703
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from [15] and see also [1]) and the connection between the

cohornology of G and QG, we obtain the isomorphism

TorA (a: , a:) uR· (rlG) •

Now it can be shown that the spectral sequence degenerates

(e.g. by indicating explicit cycles of C~(n) ·which represent

the generators of E 2 , which we shall do at the end of this

Section). Lemma 3 is proved.

-The Lie algebra n is an ideal in and

In virtue of this J g acts on H·(n). The algebra 9 acts

A
H·· (f2G), but on H . (1J)trivially on H·(n+) and on it acts in the

standard way - 2
is ideal of g [t] ,(g ;: g~ t EB gcg t e... an

g[t]/g=g, -
naturally and the action ofso g acts on g g

on H· (g) is sernisirnple).

Now to finish the proof of Theorem 1 let us consider the

Serre-Hochshild spectral sequence, associated with

-
ideal n and the module V1 , converging to

-
algebra n acts on V

1
trivially. The second term of this

spectral sequence is the following:

A

- H-(gjH" (n+) ~H"(g) ~ H·U1G) ~ V
1

) ;;

1\

- H· (n +) ~ H· (n G ) ~ H ~ (g j H • (g):3 V 1) •

As 9 is semisimple, H:(g) ~ V
1

is the direct SUffi of finite

dimensional representations, i.e.

H • (g j H • (g) ~ V1) ;: n . (g) 0 I
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where I is the invar iant space of H· (g) ~ V1 (see [7]) °

Note that I;; H ·(g[t] ,BiV1). The differentials in the above

sequence act in the following way: they rnap the generators

of the algebra H· (~G) into the generators of HO (g) and

...'are trivial on H' (n+) ~ H' (g[t] ,BiV 1 ) ° It follows from this

• A •
that the spectral sequenee converges to H (n +) '8l H (g [t] , gi V1 ) .

Thus our spectral sequence is the product of

• 1\
H ·(n+) ~ H· (g[t] ,giV1) with the spectral sequence of the Serre

path fibration EG -? Gi it follows from this that T is an

isomorphism.

Now we explain why the spectral sequence in the proof of

Lemma 3 collapses. To def ine explici t ly cycles of C· (n) ,

representing the generators of E
2

we apply the eontinuous

cohornology theory. Let n(O:1) be the Lie algebra of

infinitely differentiable functions f:[O,1] ~ ß such that

f (0) E n, f (1) = o. Denote by c· (0,1)
c the cornplex.of cochains

of n(0,1), continuous in the
co

C -topology. Let Ci. be'a

generator of H~ (g) -and a a cochain representing o.. For

P E [0, 1] denote by <:Pp the homomorphism n ~ g, 11 the value

at p" : <P p ( (t - 1 ) g 1 ' (t - 1) 2 g 2 ' . • .) = l (p - 1) mg m· Let

0. =4>*0.,0. EC·(O,1). Choose 0. in such away that u
O

=0.1=O.
p p p e

da
Let p '*= 0 , 1; then we can def ine the cocha in ax (p) where x

dais the coordinate on [0 ,1 ]. It is· shown in [3] that dX (p)

da.is a eoboundary dX (p) = ow(p) where 0 is the differential

in C~ (0 , 1 ). Indeed, let Kp (p '*= 0 , 1 ) be the cochain complex

-of n with support at p. It is proved in the same paper that

the cohornology of K
P

is isomorphie to H . (n). Now, K
P
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is w
1
-module, where W

1
is the Lie algebra of formal

vector fields at the point p. But H" (g) is finite-dimensional

and W
1

has no nontrivial finite-dimensional representations.

We eonclude that if W E: Kp and ov:: a

the differential of sorne other coeyele

This means that

a - a = 8 Jq w(x) dx
P q P

v E K •
P

is

In particular, 8 J1 w(x) dx = a. Suppose that Cl. , = J1w(x) dx"
o 0

The cochain 0' represents a nontrivial cohomology class of

n.

A
The Lie algebras n+ and 2

g :: g ~ (t - 1) EB g ~ (t - 1) EB"".

are graded. Similarly the cochain complexes are also graded.

Note that the cochain complex Ka of n(O,1) with support in
A

o is isomorphie to ~ Ci(n+) and the cochain cornplex K1 with

that the cohornology of KO and

and H" (g) respectively.

support in is isomorphie to EB C~ (g). It follows from this
l

A
K1 is isomorphie to H· (n+)

Reeall that H· (g) is isomorphie to the free graded

cornmutative algebra on g~nerators ~1 '::':2'·" ., deg c;k:: 2k + 1 "

Using the above construction assign to eaeh

cocycle

s·l a representative

Proposition 2. The spaee H· (n) is generated by the

cohornology elas ses of eochains of form u A v A P (E;, 1' c.;:2 ' " .. ) ,

where U E Ka, v E K 1 are eoeycles, corresponding to the elements
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respectively and P is an arbitrary

polynomial in generators ~1'~2' .. '

The proof of this Proposition follows fram the

constructian above for continuous cohomology (a similar argument

in a more difficult situation was used in [5]). In particular,

we have an explicit construction of cachains, representing the

generators of E
2 in the proof of Lemma 3., surviving till E .

co

2. Computation of
i 1\ 1\

H (n in) for i = 1,2

Let us consider the next exact sequences:

1\ /\ 1\/\ /\/\ 1\
O ----:0... n ---""'- g -----'"- gin ---;... o· 0 ~ h~ g/tl+ ~ n*+ -7 0------,- +~ ---y- + '

/\ /\
((g/n)/h can be identified with

1\
n*+

by means of the Killing

form). Consider the induced exact cohamology sequences:

·2 /\ /\ 2 /\ 1\
-7 H (n in) ~ H (n+ i g)

+ +

0/\/\
H (n 'n*)+' +

1/\/\
H (n ·n*)

+' +

The first sequence allows us to compute at once.

We will state the result, i.e. describe all the derivatians

Each element u E h defines a cohornology class af

1/\/\
H (n+in+) containing the cocycle: f ~ uf, (uf) (t) = [u,f(t}],
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where f:cr: ~ g, f(O) En .. Then to each vector fiele. tpo/at..,.

where P is a polynornial in t, we assign the cocycle

A 1\
n, -+ n..,. +

f (t) ~ tpof (t) /at, f:/I -70-- g , f (0) E n+ •

Theorem 2. The mapping, senäing the elements of hand

t~[t] ajat to the cohomology classes of the cocycles constructed
11\1\

above gives an isomorphism he tG:[t]a/at Ci H (n+;n+).

1\

In ether werds, an arbitrary derivation of n is uniquely

represented as u + tP a/at + q where u Eh, PE CC[t] and q

is an inner derivation.

Für the computation of by a similar way, we have

to know
, 1\ 1\ 1\

H (n+;g/n+). This space appears in the second exact

sequence ane to find it we have to know the isornorphism

'1\1\ 1\ 1\
H (n+;n:) = (H, (n+;n+))*. For this we are going te use the next

general construction (see Theorem 4.1 in [12J).

Let L be a Lie algebra, T a derivation of L acting

in a semi-simple .way and whose eigenvalues are positive. (These

restrietions on T can be considerably weakened.) It is clear

that such a derivation roust be outer. It is easy to see that
1\

n+ has such a derivation. Far instance, we can take u + t ajat,

where u Eh, <y ,u> E :IR , 0 < <1 ,u> < E: .I Y is an arbitrary

?ositive root,

E: <

E: is a small positive number (we can take

Let W(L) be the Weyl algebra, associated with L. Recall
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that W(L) is the standard complex of the differential Lie

superalgebra T = La e Ll' La;;:; L, L1 as La -module is the

adjoint representation and . [x,x] = a if x E L1 • The

differential d acts as follows: d (La) = 0, d (L 1) ~ La
I
-L

is an isomorphism of L-modules. In other words, W(L) is a

differential graded algebra, spanned by La and L~ ,La;;:; Li :0 L*

where LÜ has degree 1 and Li has degree 2, ~:LO ~ L~

is the canonical isornorphism. The differential is defined by

the formula 6B = 00S + <t> (ß) where 00ß is the differential

of ß considered as an element of the standard cochain complex

of L. It is not difficult to show that the complex w(L) is

acyclic in positive dimensions. The next Lewma states even

more.

In ~'l(L) we define a filtration: ~'l. = ES A*(L
O
*) 0"sj(L

1
)*.

~ '>'
J~~

Consider the corresponding spectral sequence E.

Lemma 4. The spectral sequence

is trivial, beginning from E3 .

Remark. For arbitrary algebra L this is of course not

true, but in this Lemma we consider such L which satisfies

a strang additional assumption: there exists such a semisirnple

derivation T:L ~ L for which all the eigenvalues are positive.

Such a derivation can only exist in case of nilpotent algebras,

and for them also not always. Let us consider in our case such a T.
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The differential

is defined on the cochain level by the formula o(...... = r)
2

;\.

r+1 j
L [<tJ{9.1 ,···,2 _1'9..'.)] {'z'11 , ••• ,Q.' 1)·

j=1 q J r+

q -1 r+1 "q rDefine the map D: H ( Li S L*) ~ H (L; S L*) by the forrnula

J".

l2 . i
L (-1)P-l[<p(9..1 ,···,9.. )](T9...,2

1
',···,Q.')·

i=l q 1 r

It is easy to check that the bracket [D,6] coincides with the

map, defined in H· (LiS*L*) by T. This map has only positive

eigenvalues and can be transposed with o. Define D
O

1
as ID on

the A-eigenspaee of "T in H··{LiS*L*). Then DO is a eontraeting

homotopy in the eomplex E2 ={H·"(L;S*L*) ,6} and this means that

E 3 = 0.

This lemma implies in particular, that the sequence

is exact. The arrows here are differentials in the seconc term

of E. We remark that HO(L,s2 L*) is exaetly the space of

invariant bilinear symmetrie forms on L.
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Theorem 3. The spaee of invariant bilinear symmetrie
A

farms on n+ is the direet surn of the following two

subspaces intersecting trivally.

a} The first"space consists of the forms whose kernel contains

1\ 1\
[nT/nT]. This space is isomorphie to the space of quadratie

1\ 1\ 1\

forms on ß+/[n+/n+] i . e • has cl i men s ion ( 9.- + 1 ) (9.- + 2) / 2

where 2 is the rank of 9

b) Let P(t- 1 ) a/at be a veetor field, where p is a

polynomial without constant term. The second spaee consists

of the forms

-1 -1(x,y) ~ <p (t ) ax/at,y> + <P (t ) ay/at,x>

A 1\
where x/ yEn +' <, > is the Killing form on g .

Proof. Let w be an invariant bilinear symmetrie form on
1\
n+. Let us assign to the quadratie form, associated with w

1\ A
the mapping 8:n+ --7 n:i

,\ 2 A 2
here n+ = n + EB 9 ~ t ffi g QP t e... , n: = n: ffi (g ~ t) * ffi (g ~ t .) * E9... •

Suppose that w is hornogeneous with respect to the grading by
A 1\

the weight" of ti the n+-module n* is filtrated by the
+

rt* = n*
1\*

submodules o + ' n, = n~ e (g0t)* etc. Let i be the

srnallest nurnber sueh that
A 1\

8(n )cn~. If
+ 1

i = 0 - then w lies

in the first factor. The assertion that the kernel of this form
A 1\

contains [n+,n+] follows fram Theorem 5. 1 in [12]. If i = 1

then the image of the rnapping n+ --7 (gt)* is either one-

dimensional or coincides with n (n cg;; (g~t)*, g
+ + is identified
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wi th (g 0 t) * by the Kill ing form). In the first case w

lies in the first factor ane in the second case in the second

one. These facts follow fram the following simple Lemma.

Lemma 5. dirn Horn n (n + ' g) ::: 1 + i , Q, > 1.
+

(This Lemma can be verified for instance by looking

over all the simple Lie algebras).

Further , by using Lemma 5, we get that if i ~ 2, then

the form belongs to the second spaee. This completes the proof

of Theorem 3.

Now, using the exact sequence (3), we compute

2/\"and after this we can determine H (h+in+).

11\"
H (n ·n*)+' +

Theorem 4. a) The kernel of the natural mapping

11\ 1/\ 1\ 21\ 1\
q>:H (n+) x H (n+;n+) ~ H (n+;n+)

is 9- + 1 - dimensional where 2., is the rank of n.

b) If rank g > 1 , then dirn eoker <P ;;; i + 1 + P where p is

the nurnber of positive roots of g representable as the surn of

two simple roots.

The ease g::: sI (2, CI:) is not covered by this Theorem. This

case is really an exceptional one (see [6]).
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